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Abstract: A low-loss and high-bandwidth polymer parallel optical 
waveguide with graded-index (GI) rectangular cores is fabricated for high-
speed and high-dense optical interconnections. We demonstrate that the 
near-parabolic index profile formed in the rectangular-shaped core GI 
waveguide exhibits superior properties similar to those of GI circular core 
waveguides we previously reported. In particular, we focus on the modal 
dispersion in the GI polymer waveguides with rectangular cores by showing 
experimental results. In this paper, the GI rectangular cores are fabricated 
using the preform method. However, conventional photo-lithography and 
imprinting processes are viable to fabricate a similar waveguiding structure, 
by which fabrication of a printed circuit board embedding this waveguide 
would become feasible. 
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1. Introduction 

In high performance computers (HPCs) and core routers in data communication networks, the 
required data throughput has been growing explosively. In such equipment, interconnections 
in backplanes and on-board are the bottleneck in the total data throughput, since electrical 
interconnects are still utilized in them. To overcome the limitations of data throughput, optical 
interconnects have been advantageous. 

Specifically, multimode polymer optical waveguides have been drawing much attention 
because of low material and processing costs with high productivity; polymer parallel 
multimode waveguides are also one of the feasible solutions for off-chip interconnections. 
Thus, various polymer waveguides have been proposed, so far [1–3]. In the case of the on-
board interconnections, several centimeters of waveguides would be used, because of which 
lithography or imprinting processes have been widely adopted for polymer waveguides. 
Therefore, the refractive index of the cores in those waveguides is uniform (step-index (SI) 
profile). In the SI waveguides, all the modes propagate by total internal reflection, which can 
cause scattering loss at the rough core-cladding boundary. Moreover, coupling of the scattered 
light signals to adjacent cores, which is called crosstalk, would be another concern. 

In order to address these issues, we have focused on polymer optical waveguides with 
graded-index (GI) cores [4,5]. As far as we know, there have recently been few reports since 
several were published in the late 1980’s [6,7] which discuss “GI-core polymer optical 
waveguides.” The main application of the GI polymer waveguides reported almost 20 years 
ago would be optical couplers or lens arrays. Therefore, the diameters of the cores were 
mostly on the order of millimeters and thus, the high density alignment of multiple GI cores 
with tens of microns inter-core pitch have not been realized. On the other hand, a single-mode 
polymer waveguide with graded-index was also demonstrated in the early 1990’s [8], but the 
index profile formed seems asymmetric in the core. Recently, we demonstrated a multimode 
parallel polymer waveguide with symmetric parabolic index cores with a diameter of 50 µm 
and similar order of pitch for the application of high-density board-level optical 
interconnections. These new waveguides are fabricated by means of the heat-drawing process 
of a preform [4]. The multiple small “circular” GI cores in those waveguides realize excellent 
transmission properties, for instance, low propagation loss, high-bandwidth and low inter-
channel crosstalk. We confirmed that such remarkable characteristics of the novel waveguide 
were achieved by confining the light around the core center due to the GI profile. 

Although the polymer waveguides with GI circular cores showed excellent properties as 
well, the integration of the waveguides on a printed circuit broad (PCB) would be a key issue, 
since the GI waveguides are fabricated by the preform method, and obtained independently 
from PCBs, as shown in Fig. 1. For board-level optical interconnection applications, lots of 
research have been carried out on waveguide embedded PCBs [9,10], most of which utilize 
photolithographic processes for fabrication as indicated in Fig. 1. 

Given these design considerations, in this paper, we propose a new polymer parallel 
optical waveguide with GI “rectangular” cores, as shown in Fig. 1. As illustrated in the left 
figure in Fig. 1, rectangular-shaped cores are easily fabricated by means of conventional 
waveguide fabrication methods such as photolithography and imprinting (soft lithography) 
processes. However as far as we know, there have been few reports that realized polymer 
optical waveguides with the parabolic index profiles in square or rectangular cores densely 
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aligned, except for our previous conference paper [11]. Therefore, in this paper, we 
demonstrate that the near-parabolic index profiles formed in the rectangular cores exhibit 
superior properties similar to the waveguides with GI circular cores we previously reported. 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic concept of our new waveguide. 

2. Waveguide fabrication 

It is preferable to fabricate the new waveguides using lithography or imprinting processes for 
the on-board applications. On the other hand, in this paper, we adopted the preform method in 
order to be able to compare the properties of rectangular cores with those of circular 
counterpart. Actually, we have already succeeded in fabricating the high-quality waveguides 
with GI circular cores by the preform method [12]. In addition, the preform method is well 
known as a fabrication method for GI polymer optical fibers (GI-POFs), which is described in 
more detail in [13,14]. 

For composing the waveguide, poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA) was used, and dopant 
with a refractive index higher than that of PMMA was added in the core region in order to 
form the GI refractive index profile. The rectangular shaped cores are formed by creating a 
cladding plate that has holes with rectangular cross-sections, as shown in the left figure of Fig. 
2. Subsequently, the holes are filled with monomer and dopant (diphenyl sulphide: DPS). The 
mechanism of forming the index profiles is described in [13,14]. The waveguides are obtained 
by heat-drawing the preform as shown in Fig. 2, and thus, various kinds of waveguides with 
desired core size and pitch can be obtained by adjusting the preform design and heat-drawing 
conditions. Figure 3 (a) shows a cross-section of representative waveguide with four circular 
cores aligned parallel compared to the one with approximately 100 x 100 µm rectangular 
(almost square) cores (Fig. 3 (b)) and 60 x 60 µm rectangular cores (Fig. 3 (c)). 

 

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of fabrication processes 
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Fig. 3. Cross sections of the 4-channel GI type waveguide with (a) circular cores, (b) 100 x 100 
µm rectangular cores and (c) 60 x 60 µm rectangular cores 

3. Experimental results and discussion 

3.1 Interference fringe pattern and refractive index profile 

Refractive index profiles of the novel waveguides were measured by a transmitted dual-beam 
interference microscope (Mizojiri OPTICAL Co., Ltd.). Figure 4 ((a) and (b)) shows the 
interference fringe patterns of the waveguide measured on the cross-section of a slab sample. 
Contour patterns of the interference fringes shown in Fig. 4 ((a) and (b)) indicate that the 
refractive index distributions in the cores are nearly parabolic. It is noted in the square-core 
waveguide (Fig. 4 (b)) that an almost parabolic index profile is observed from the concentric 
circular fringe patterns near the core center, which is similar to that in the circular GI core 
waveguide (Fig. 4 (a)) [4]. Meanwhile, the square-core waveguide shows unique interference 
fringe patterns: the core center region has circular concentric patterns while square shaped 
patterns are observed near the core-cladding boundary. Since the optical field of the 
propagating modes in GI core waveguides is confined near the core center, as we already 
demonstrated [4], we expect that the difference of the outer core shape (whether circular or 
square) to have negligible effect on the waveguide properties. 

The refractive index profiles is accurately calculated for the first time in our rectangular 
core waveguides from the fringe patterns as shown in Fig. 4 ((a) and (b)) are shown 2-
dimensionally in Fig. 4 (c), (d), and 3-dimensionally in (e), (f). Despite the unique fringe 
pattern in Fig. 4 (b), the refractive index profile of the new waveguide can be described by the 
power-law profile similar to circular GI cores. The index profile in the rectangular core is 
discussed in detail in section 3.4. 

By utilizing the interfacial-gel polymerization process, we confirmed that near parabolic 
(GI) profiles are formed in rectangular-shaped core regions. Moreover, the near parabolic 
profile compensates the group delay difference among the propagating modes. We mention 
the modal dispersion of the waveguides in more detail in sections 3.4 and 3.5. 
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Fig. 4. Interference fringe pattern of the GI waveguide with (a)circular, and (b)rectangular 
cores Calculated refractive index profile are displayed 2-dimensionally for (c) circular, 
(d)rectangular cores, and 3-dimensionally for (e) circular, and (f) rectangular cores 

3.2 Light confinement 

One of the important properties of GI waveguides is strong confinement of the optical field in 
the core. Figure 5 represents the power distribution at the output ends from (a): 1-m single-
mode silica fiber, (b): 5-cm GI rectangular core with a core size of 100 x 100 µm, (c): 1-m GI 
rectangular core with a core size of 100 x 100 µm, and (d): 5-cm SI rectangular core with a 
core size of 40 x 40 µm. The broken line in Fig. 5 (b) (c) and (d) signifies the core-cladding 
boundary. Here, the output power distributions from both polymer waveguides (Fig. 5 (b), (c) 
and (d) are measured by coupling the output light from the single-mode fiber shown in Fig. 5 
(a) directly on the center of the cores of waveguides. It is clearly shown that the output power 
distribution from the GI square core waveguide is concentrated in the area less than 40 x 40 
µm (comparable to SI core waveguide in Fig. 5 (d)). Thus, the optical fields in the GI 
waveguides are confined near the core center, independent of the outer core shape, as shown 
in Fig. 5 (b) and (c). On the contrary, the optical field in the SI waveguide is extended to its 
entire core region, and the output power is uniform over the core region, as shown in Fig. 5 
(d). 
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Fig. 5. Experimental results of power distribution at the output ends of (a): 1-m single-mode 
silica fiber, (b): 5-cm GI rectangular core (100 x 100 µm), (c): 5-m GI rectangular core (100 x 
100 µm), and (d): 5-cm SI rectangular core (40 x 40 µm). 

While the optical waveguides are utilized in such a short distance, the propagation loss is 
important, because the loss strongly affects the power budget of the link. 

We measured the propagation loss by using the cut-back method, and the propagation loss 
of the GI waveguide with circular cores and square cores are 0.029 dB/cm and 0.030 dB/cm at 
850-nm wavelength, respectively. Compared to existing SI waveguides which have a loss of 
approximately 0.1 dB/cm on average, very low loss is observed in the GI waveguide. The 
strong light confinement allows such a low propagation loss less than 0.1 dB/cm, because the 
scattering loss at the rough core-cladding boundary could be dramatically reduced due to the 
GI-profile. Thus, the GI waveguide structures inherently have the low transmission loss. 

3.3 Transmission Capacity for High-Speed Interconnects 

In order to evaluate the performance in actual transmission systems, an eye diagram is 
measured experimentally after transmitting 12.5 Gbps signal through one core of the 3-m GI 
waveguides (rectangular-shaped core), as shown in Fig. 6. The wavelength of the signal is 850 
nm (California Scientific Inc., V-126). No degradation in the eye diagrams is observed in the 
GI waveguide even after a 3-m transmission due to small modal dispersion and low 
propagation loss. Despite the different outer core shape, the new GI waveguides have 
sufficiently high transmission performance. Although even in SI type waveguides, modal 
dispersion is not necessarily a serious problem for 10 Gbps transmission for such a short 
distance as 1 m, the small modal dispersion in the GI waveguide is advantageous for allowing 
a large power margin and for a large scalability to a link at 20 Gbps and beyond. 

 

Fig. 6. Eye diagram after a 12.5 Gbps (a):Back-to-Back, (b): 3-m transmission through a 
rectangular GI core 

3.4 Bandwidth 

In theoretical modal dispersion analyses, refractive index profiles have generally been 
approximated by the power-law form by which circularly symmetric index profiles have been 
mainly discussed [15]. In the case of circular symmetric core, optimum index exponent which 
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minimizes the total dispersion could be calculated. On the other hand, refractive index profile 
formed in square or rectangular cores as shown in this paper would be difficult to be 
expressed by the same power-law form shown by Eq. (1). 
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where, n2 is the refractive index of the cladding. 
Therefore, modal dispersion of square and rectangular core waveguides could be different 

from those of circular core waveguides. In this section, we focus on the dispersion property of 
one channel in GI parallel optical waveguides in more detail. For the analysis of modal 
dispersion (particularly launch condition dependence), it is preferable to use waveguides with 
a larger core (twice or three times larger than the core size shown in Fig. 5) and long 
transmission length. For this investigation, GI square-core waveguides (single core) were 
fabricated and their bandwidth was measured after propagating a length of 90-m. We have 
also tried to analyze the similar modal properties on parallel polymer optical waveguides, and 
obtained similar results to those of single core. However, because of the core size, it was very 
easy to evaluate the characteristics on the single core waveguide compared to parallel core 
counterpart, particularly in alignment with probe fibers. 

The refractive index profiles of the waveguide are shown in Fig. 7. It is also possible to 
approximate the index profile formed in the square core waveguide by the power-law form if 
the refractive index profile is defined as a function of the distance r from the core center. 
However, it could be difficult to determine the unique index exponent g in the power-law 
form, because the distance between the core center and core edge is different depending on 
the direction (e.g. diagonal or lateral directions) However, it is very interesting that the index 
exponent g approximated from the measured profiles shown in Fig. 7 (ghorizontal= gdiagonal= 4) 
coincide, although they were measured in different directions. We fabricated four different 
samples of square-core waveguides under different core-polymerization conditions, but the 
index exponents in them show the same tendency. Therefore, we can estimate the optimum 
index exponent for square or rectangular cores theoretically by defining the index profiles 
with the unique index exponent value. These results of the theoretical investigation and the 
index formation mechanism in those square cores will be reported in other articles. 

For the bandwidth measurement, we utilized a time-domain measurement method: narrow 
pulsed optical signals (62.5 ps Full width at half maximum: FWHM) were created by a pulse 
pattern generator with a semiconductor laser (emitting at a wavelength of 655 nm). The 
pulsed signals were coupled to the waveguide under two launch conditions: overfilled mode 
launch (OML) and restricted mode launch (RML) [16]. The output pulse from the waveguide 
was recorded and analyzed by means of the optical sampling oscilloscope (HAMAMATSU 
OOS-01) 
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Fig. 7. Refractive index profile of measured GI waveguide (a) and its 2-dimensional profile 
(b); solid lines are measured profiles and the plots signify the approximated profile by the 
power-law form 

In the case of circular core waveguides with the optimum index profile, the modal 
dispersion is minimal and a very narrow impulse response function is observed. 

On the other hand, Fig. 8 shows the pulse broadening through a 90-m waveguide with a 
GI square core. Compared to the optimum index exponent for MMA-DPS core in GI POF 
(circular core) [17], the index exponent of the square core waveguide in Fig. 7 is a little large. 
Nevertheless, the waveguide with GI square core exhibits very small pulse broadening 
(impulse response). Actually, the bandwidth obtained by the Fourier transform of the pulse 
broadening in Fig. 8 is 756 MHz under the OML condition and 1.03 GHz under the RML 
condition. By investigating the optimum index profile for square cores, theoretically, we 
expect that bandwidth performance could be greatly improved, which will be described in the 
other articles. 

 

Fig. 8. Output pulse waveforms from a GI square core waveguide under the OML and RML 
conditions after a 90 m transmission 

3.5 Group delay 

In order to investigate the difference in the bandwidth between OML and RML in more detail, 
we adopted differential mode delay (DMD) analysis. Each propagating mode in the 
waveguide can have different group delay depending on the index profile, and in the case of 
the DMD analysis, mode coupling (energy transfer among the propagating modes) should be 
low enough to distinguish the group delay of each mode. For investigating the strength of 
mode coupling, we generally evaluate the launch condition dependence of NFP. Figure 9 
shows the result measured experimentally. Here, the low and high order mode groups are 
independently launched via a 1-m length SMF probe butt-coupled at the core center and near 
the core-cladding boundary, respectively. From the GI core waveguide with small mode 
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coupling, generally, a Gaussian-shaped NFP with a very small spot size is observed for low-
order modes, while a ring-like pattern is observed for high-order modes [16]. In Fig. 9, 
although the difference in the NFPs between low-order and high-order modes is observed, we 
can confirm that the equilibrium modal distribution is not yet established in this waveguide 
after a 90-m transmission. 

 

Fig. 9. Comparison of NFP between low order mode and high order mode 

In this paper, we employed a streak scope (HAMAMATSU: streak scope C4334) for the 
DMD measurement. A streak scope is a tool for acquiring the data of time dependent optical 
intensity (pulse waveform) with respect to the spatial position. By combining the mode order 
dependence of NFP as indicated in Fig. 9, the group delay of each mode was measured by the 
streak scope as follows: We used the pulse generator and semiconductor laser same as those 
for the impulse response function measurement, and all the propagating modes in the 
waveguides were simultaneously launched via a large-core (1 mm diameter) SI POF probe, as 
is the aforementioned OML. The output end of the waveguide was coupled to the streak scope 
to measure the time of flight of the pulsed signal with respect to the spatial position. The 
group delay was measured after a 90-m (long enough) signal transmission through the same 
GI square core waveguide as the one for bandwidth measurement in Fig. 8. 

The streak images obtained experimentally are shown in Fig. 10. Here, the vertical axis 
shows the time delay, and the horizontal axis is the spatial position on the cross-section of the 
waveguide. The inset of Fig. 10 (a) and (b) shows how the waveguide aligned for coupling to 
the streak scope. The dashed lines in the inset figures correspond to the horizontal axes of Fig. 
10 (a) and (b). It is indicated that a large group delay is observed in the high-order modes 
whose field is located near core-cladding boundary. It is found that the group delay of all the 
modes are not compensated completely by the GI profile, and that the refractive index profile 
of this waveguide is of the under-compensated type, as estimated from the index profile. 
Therefore, the pulse broadening under the OML condition shown in Fig. 8 and the 
degradation of bandwidth are mainly derived from the group delay of high-order modes. 

 

Fig. 10. Streak image of the novel waveguide on horizontal direction (a) and on diagonal 
direction (b). 
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Figure 11 represents the group delay of a small mode group with respect to the distance 
from the core center. The distance is normalized with the length between the core center and 
the edge of the core. Here, we selected two directions: one is in diagonal and the other is 
lateral (horizontal), as shown in Fig. 11. In the novel waveguide, the group delay observed 
within 60% of the distance from the core center is small enough in both the horizontal and 
diagonal axes. These properties are also found in some waveguides with a GI circular core. 

 

Fig. 11. Comparison of bandwidth between OML and RML condition 

In practice, it is expected that polymer parallel waveguides for optical interconnection are 
used in combination with vertical cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL) arrays operated at a 
wavelength of 850-nm. If this waveguide is launched with a VCSEL array, the near RML 
condition would be realized, because VCSELs have small beam spot-sizes. Therefore, despite 
the specific modal dispersion of the GI square core as shown in Fig. 11, the tolerance in 
coupling between VCSELs and cores is sufficiently large. 

4. Conclusion 

We proposed a novel polymer optical waveguide in which graded index profiles are formed in 
rectangular shaped cores. Then, we demonstrated its high transmission performance. 

The novel waveguides have almost identical characteristics to the waveguides with GI 
circular cores, whereas the interference fringe pattern observed indicates that the refractive 
index profile is very distinct. 

Using the streak scope, it is observed that higher-order modes whose fields mainly exist 
near the core-cladding boundary have a remarkably large time delay. However, even in the GI 
rectangular core waveguide, significant modal dispersion reduction is achieved by the GI 
profile as well as that in waveguides with GI circular core. Therefore, even the near-parabolic 
index profile formed in the rectangular cores exhibit much higher bandwidth than the 
conventional SI profile. 

These square- or rectangular-shaped cores are expected to be fabricated using 
conventional photo-lithography and imprinting processes. Thus, we conclude that the novel 
waveguide with a GI rectangular core is a promising candidate for short-reach optical 
interconnection applications. 
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